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Stuttgart – division one ranks among the best recruitment consultancy firms in Germany and was
therefore awarded the seal „TOP CONSULTANT 2016.“ For the seventh time, this seal honors
consultancy services of exceptional quality. Christian Wulff, former Federal President of Germany,
congratulated the company representatives in his role as ‘Mentor des Beratervergleichs’ (mentor of
rd
consultant comparing) at the 3. Deutschen Mittelstands-Summit (3 German Summit of Medium-Sized
Businesses) in Essen.
Björn Knothe, CEO of division one, said about the award: “We are very proud of being certified such a
high level of professionalism during mandate implementation directly by our customer. The result of
the survey clearly shows that satisfied customers expect more than the common standards!”
According to Beratervergleich TOP CONSULTANT, division one belongs to the consulting firms that
communicate best with medium-sized businesses. The seal serves medium-sized companies as a
safe means of orientation in an otherwise opaque market. A scientifically sound customer survey
which was carried out by Prof. Dr. Dietmar Fink of the Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University and by Bianka
Knoblach, forms the basis of the award. Both head the Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft für
Management und Beratung (WGMB; Scientific Society for Management and Consulting) and have
now conducted TOP CONSULTANT for the seventh time.
„Medium-sized companies expect their consultants to communicate with them at an equal level and to
find individual solutions to their specific challenges,” says Prof. Dr. Dietmar Fink. “The TOP
CONSULTANTS show very impressively, that they meet their customers’ expectations as they are
capable of taking a broader view in order to identify what is truly needed. The TOP CONSULTANT
seal offers customers a trustworthy means of orientation in the non-transparent consultancy jungle.”

Source: KD Busch/compamedia
About division one
division one is an international recruitment consultancy firm based in Stuttgart. The company finds, selects and places industry-experienced
specialists and managers for the first and second management level (executive search), for temporary assignments (interim management) and for
board of directors or advisory board positions (non-executive directors).
As a member of the ENEX network as well as due to partner offices in more than 40 countries worldwide, division one provides access to all
relevant international markets and highly qualified executives.
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